How a Legal Plan Can Help
With Storm Recovery
We hope that you and your loved
ones are safe and recovering from
Winter Storm Uri. As fellow Texans,
we are doing the same. We'd like to
do everything we can to help fellow
Texans during this difficult time.
It might not seem like a legal plan
can help much with burst pipes or
out-of-control electricity bills, but
there are actually a number of ways
you can use a Texas Legal plan after
a disaster.
Here are a few ways your legal plan can help you - from dealing with
contractors or landlords to claims with insurance or government benefits and
more. We hope we can be helpful in some way to help life return to normal!

Coming Soon: Member Portal
We know legal issues don't always happen during business hours. That's why we're
about to launch on an online member portal to help our members access their legal

benefits anytime, anywhere and make it easier to use our plans.
With our new portal, members will be able to:
Access policy documents to better understand benefits
Print or Request a new ID card
See claim history
Send us a secure email
Look for a portal launch email with your unique registration code coming in early
April!

Avoiding Bankruptcy
Mistakes
With the pandemic taking a financial
toll, many more folks are considering
bankruptcy to solve their financial
woes. But there are seven common
mistakes that people make when
filing for bankruptcy. Learn what
they are and how to avoid them
with advice from Texas Legal
network attorney Mark French.

Had a Good Experience
with Texas Legal?
These days, a good reviews are so
important. If Texas Legal has helped
you, would you take a few minutes to
leave us a review on Facebook or
Google? We'd so appreciate it.
Leave Us a Facebook Review
Leave Us a Google Review
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